ABOUT US
TANKER (Tamilnad Kidney Research Foundation) is a registered non-profit charitable trust founded in 1993 by Dr. George Abraham, Prof. of Medicine and Consultant Nephrologist and like-minded people to reach out to underprivileged patients with kidney disease, irrespective of caste, creed, gender and religion.

OUR VISION
A world that ensures good healthcare and medical facilities to all.

OUR MISSION
To provide quality, affordable treatment to underprivileged people, to create awareness, to detect and prevent kidney ailments.

OUR OBJECTIVE
No patient should be denied treatment due to financial constraints and everyone has a right to good health care.

A birthday, anniversary, wedding... You could sponsor a day's dialysis/medication for Rs.1300 as a gift.

₹ 1,300 will sponsor 1 free dialysis /Medication for a patient under the “Sponsor a Dialysis/ Medication” scheme.

₹ 2,600 will sponsor 2 set of investigation costs.

₹ 3,900 will sponsor 1 Arteriovenous programme.

₹ 5,000 will sponsor 1 free free serum investigations for our patients.

₹ 10,000 will sponsor 1 Screening programme for 100 people.

₹ 11,000 will sponsor 1 month's supply of Post renal transplant medication for a patient.

₹ 15,000 will sponsor 1 Free Kidney surgery.

₹ 20,000 will sponsor 100 Hemodialysis injections for our patients.

To contribute online please visit our website www.tankerfoundation.org

We would be very grateful for your support towards our cause. Please try to your kind contribution to

TAMILNAD KIDNEY RESEARCH FOUNDATION
Alimunia Apartments, Flat No. 11, 3rd Floor, Old No. 4 & New No. 11, Thirumurthy Street, T-Nagar, Chennai - 600 117.
Ph: 044-309-0998, 3843 3415

This is an Ngo registered under the section 80G of the Income Tax Act 1961.

Please make cheques payable to “Tamilnad Kidney Research Foundation”

Our grateful thanks to all our well wishers, doctors and actor Surya, our Goodwill Ambassador

OUR AWARENESS & PREVENTION PROGRAMME (TAPP)
Annapurna Hospital, 1st Main Road, Annapurna Santhakara, Chennai - 28.
Ph: +91-44-2070 0000, 94442 90909

http://tanken.org

To donate “TANKER Kidney Foundation”

AC No. 10501560513, Bank Name: IDBI Bank Limited, Sadasivpet Branch, Chennai - 600105.

Our Aims & Objective
TANKER's aim is to reach out to the underprivileged and provide dialysis / medication.

We would also like to make a reference to the Fight for Life campaign for kidney failure.

http://fightforlife.org
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TO PROVIDE SUSCEPTIBLE PATIENTS TO DIARRHEA WITH CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE

TANKER'S Diathylibs Unit. THE REHAB MEMORIAL RENNY ABRAHAM AMBATTUR ROTARY TANKER UNIT with 26 beds and two shifts at Ambattur Rotary Hospital, Chennai. Free space provided by Ambari Rotary Club.

MADURAI TANKER UNIT with 26 beds and two shifts. Free space provided by Ambari Welfare Trust, Madurai.

CORPORATE BME TANKER UNIT with 10 beds and two shifts. Free space provided by Great Chennai Corporation at Vellore.

THIRUVANANTHAPURAM TANKER UNIT with 10 beds and two shifts. Free space provided by Tiruvananthapuram Rotary Club.

URBAN PRIMARY RCCT TANKER UNIT with 10 beds and two shifts. Free space provided by Greater Chennai Corporation at Madurai.

UCIC PERUNGUDI TANKER UNIT with 10 beds and two shifts. Free space provided by Greater Chennai Corporation at Vadavoor, Chennai.

UCIC RCCC TANKER UNIT with 10 beds and two shifts. Free space provided by Greater Chennai Corporation at Madurai.

GIG LODGE ACCOUNTANTS No. 191 TANKER UNIT with 10 beds and two shifts. Free space provided by Great Chennai Corporation at Coimbatore.

THIRUPPUR CORPORATION TANKER UNIT with 10 beds and two shifts. Free space provided by Tiruppur North Rotary Club.

GDC SCMCA TANKER Foundation Diathylibs Unit with 10 beds and two shifts. Free space provided by Greater Chennai Corporation at Vellore.

TANKER PROVIDER permit two and scheduled dialysis cost is Rs. 20/- for each session available in the hospital. We have completed 28 years of service for the underprivileged with kidney treatment. As of May 2022, we have provided a total of 4,08,742 dialysis and scheduled dialysis for 22,801 patients. At present, there are 799 patients, with receives 6980 dialysis per month of which with dialysis and are helping with dialysis.

High Chief Minister’s Comprehensive Health Insurance Scheme (CMCHIS), Chennai Corporation and other various medical donors.

TANKER HIV activities facilitated by Dr. R. R. Sreenath, is the head of the institute in India. We also have a dialysis facility at MSCH Hospital, Chennai. We have also opened HIV facility with 3 dialysis in Ponnarur, Kollam.

TANKER has helped to set up a unit in Vellore, with a branch of Vellore Mission Centre Hospital in Feb 2016 with 4 machines and other hospitals to the tune of Rs. 33 lakhs. We support Kerala Kidney Foundation, which provides free dialysis at Thiruvananthapuram.

Two new units are opening at Sree Vidyaa Hospital and at Vellore.

One Time Financial Support: As of May 2022, we have given 5,528.50 crores in medical facilities, rehabilitation, IOI support and kidney surgery costs.

Awareness And Screening Programs: TANKER conducts Awareness and screening programmes for prevention and early detection of kidney disease.

As of May 2022, We have conducted 1287 awareness programmes reaching out to 1,89 lakh people and 420 screening camps for 33,694 people. TANKER Foundation, Kerala Kidney Research Foundation and St. Thomas' Orthodox Church-sponsored Angelic Healthcare Scheme program were conducted by TANKER Hospital.

The International Federation of Kidney (IFK) 2018 conference was held in Chennai Dec 10-12, 2018. Mrs. Lara L. Almasi, President of the Society at the Transactions and President elect of the IFK 2018-2024.

ORGAN DONATION: TANKER encourages Organ Donation and Cadaveric Transplantation by supporting MODAN (Multi-Organ Procurement Aid Network) Foundation.
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